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Using a consultancy for business energy 
contracts can be highly beneficial, as it can 
help businesses navigate the complexities 
of the energy market and secure the best 
possible deals. 

We have access to a wide range of market 
data and insights, which they can use to 
advise businesses on the most appropriate 
energy contracts based on their individual 
needs and 
requirements.

Additionally, energy consultancies can help 
businesses manage their energy usage 
more efficiently, identifying opportunities 
for cost savings and helping to reduce their 
carbon footprint. 

By working with a consultancy, businesses 
can be confident that they are making 
informed decisions and achieving the 
best possible outcomes for their energy 
procurement needs.

Secure The 
Best Deals

Tailored Advice 

Energy 
Management 

Confidence In 
Your Energy

How we can 
help you.



At ECBS, we're passionate about helping 
businesses like yours save money and 
reduce their carbon footprint. With 
our deep understanding of the energy 
market and expertise in energy efficiency 
measures, we can provide you with a 
tailored approach to your energy needs.

Our team can manage the procurement 
process on your behalf, saving you time 
and resources while ensuring compliance 
with regulatory requirements. 

By partnering with us, you can take 
advantage of our expert knowledge 
and experience to secure the best 
possible energy deals and achieve your 
sustainability goals. 

Let us help you make a positive impact 
on the environment and your bottom line.

Why ECBS?



Why now is the best 
time to start. 

By securing your energy contracts 
early, you can take advantage of more 
favourable rates that may not be available 
closer to the start date. This means that 
you can save money and put it towards 
other important areas of your business.

Early procurement provides certainty and 
stability when it comes to budgeting and 
financial planning. You can lock in prices 
and avoid any potential price volatility 
that may occur. This helps you avoid any 
unnecessary surprises that may impact 
your bottom line.

Early procurement can help you avoid any 
potential contract renewal periods that 
coincide with peak demand. By doing so, 
you can avoid price hikes during these 
periods and ensure that your energy costs 
remain manageable.



Excellent Service

"We've been dealing with Bryan Lamport over 
the last year. Bryan made switching our supplier 
totally stress free saving us much time and more 
importantly saving us money. Fantastic after 
sales support and nothing is too much trouble. 
Thank you Bryan for your continued support."

Excellent Customer Service

"Dealing with Declan Strong made the experience 
of switching suppliers straightforward and 
easy. He secured a good deal for us and was 
informative, very knowledgeable and friendly, 
and appreciated that we are very busy. A real 
pleasure to to deal with!"

Brilliant Service

"We as a company have been using EC Business 
solutions for the past 4- 5 years and we simply 
wouldn't go anywhere else for sorting out our 
energy contracts. Zach Clarke has always been 
our consultant and he is amazing, everything is 
made simple and he goes above and beyond 
with his communication and research to get us 
the best possible deal."

Client 
Testimonials 



Which Energy Contract 
is right for you? 

Fixed Flexible
Flexible purchasing allows businesses to adapt 
their energy purchasing decisions based on 
market conditions. It involves taking advantage 
of favourable price movements and adjusting 
the timing and volume of energy purchases 
to optimize cost savings and mitigate risks 
associated with fixed-rate contracts.

- Capitilise on favourable market movements

- Potential securing of lower energy prices 

- More control, cost savings and adaptability

ECBS have a dedicated team of market experts 
in flexible contracts,  commited to providing our 
expertise and experience. We offer our insight, 
analysis, guidance to make informed decisions 
and our strong relationships with suppliers to 
negotiate competitive prices. 

Fixed  energy  prices work  by allowing businesses 
to secure a fixed rate for their energy supply 
over a specific period of time. Under this type 
of contract, the energy price remains constant 
throughout the agreed-upon term, regardless of 
any fluctuations in the energy market.

-  Budget Stability and financial planning 

- Price protection against changing energy prices

- Contract transparency

Here at ECBS, we are experts in fixed energy 
contracts. We have direct relationships with over 
15 suppliers to find the best energy contract 
to suit your business. We take away the time, 
resources and risk when it comes to energy.



If you require any further
information or have any 
questions, please reach 
out to your energy 
consultant, who will be 
happy to help you. 

7 Merchant Court 
Hebburn 
Tyne & Wear
NE31 2EX
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